Sexual Assault Task Force  
March 9, 2012  
Minutes

Those in Attendance: Amanda Woolard, Katie McCarthy, Dean Harwood, Donna Hudson, Shawn Peoples, Eric Davidson, Michelle Hartke, Adam Due

I Red Flag campaign update
Ordered in mid February, but shipping was delayed. Expected to arrive early next week. Discussed creating a flyer and powerpoint slide that would utilize the graphic, to give out as information and to post on tv’s around campus – HERC
Discussed posting posters through Housing, and getting approved through Union, possibly specific departments on campus (library? Police? Faculty departments?, Lantz)
Discussed crafting a letter to send to different parts of campus
Discussed doing a display on the quad Tuesdays in April 10 – 3 (11-2 active) where the flags would be displayed and people would be available to give out the flyer information. This would be done in different parts of campus and would be lead by different groups (CC? SACIS, Health Studies honorary?)
If possible, HERC would create buttons for volunteers handing out information.
Discussed possibly getting sandwich boards to display posters, and process of reserving quad space. Considered possibility of coordinating with Clothesline project if in action.
May send email to presidents of RSO’s on campus to see if any were interested in assisting. Explore getting a room with Tunnel of Oppression to display posters and flags

II IHEC obtained funding for STEP-UP training at Tarble on Thursday June 7th. Every SATF member is encouraged to attend. May facilitate a follow up meeting the next week to consider how this could be adapted at EIU

III Sample PSA: healthy relationships
Amanda and Katie each shared a potential P.S.A. to see if WEIU might use during the month of April. They will each work on them and get them back to the group via email.

IV Bonnie Buckley’s retirement party set for Saturday March 24 at Moose Lodge at 6:00.

V Several members continue to be interested in recommending adjustments to opening program curriculum

VI Future meetings 11:00 Schahrer room
Mar 23, April 13
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